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Beautiful funeral 
home websites

Common website 
mistakes to avoid&

that engage with families

http://www.funeralinnovations.com


These five funeral home websites are modern, 

aesthetically appealing, and offer visitors the chance 

to engage with the firm through online resources, sign-

ups, and interactive obituaries. Check out a few sites we 

thought were noteworthy enough for some inspiration.

5 Beautiful funeral 
home websites
that engage with families



Tulip Cremation

 - Graphics using their color palette establish a brand 

identity and style

 - Photos enhance the content, but don’t distract

 - Instant quote gives families an estimate effortlessly

 - Step-by-step details highlight key value proposals and let 

visitors know what to expect

 - Self-select location feature shows visitors an accurate 

price range for their region

 - Map on homepage shows service range for clarification

1
This simple website embraces white space and uses vibrant 

colors to draw your attention to what matters: the content. Tulip 

Cremation’s website is modern in feel and uses technology to 

engage with people.

https://www.tulipcremation.com/


Hope Funeral Home

 - Visuals tone is warm and welcoming

 - Sections are distinct and make navigation from the 

homepage easy

 - Contact information is clear and eliminates confusion

 - Testimonials offer new customers insight into others’ 

experiences

 - Blog posts give visitors the opportunity to read more 

about specific topics
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This website demonstrates elegance using soft imagery and 

neutral colors that convey calm, comfort, and ease. The words 

speak for themselves; "We’re here for you" offers support from the 

minute people visit their website.

PEGGY SMITH

JAMES MILLER

DIRECT 
CREMATION



Gentry Griffey Funeral Chapel 
and Crematory

 - Video header shows off their location elegantly

 - Call-to-action buttons are clear at the top of the 

homepage for efficient help

 - Services are briefly described and offer navigation to 

pages with more information

 - Sign-ups allow visitors the opportunity to engage with the 

funeral home through access to resources

 - Color palette is cohesive and represented throughout the 

website
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A well-though-out website pays exquisite attention to detail. 

This Gentry Griffey site is a great example. The site offers many 

opportunities to connect with the funeral home though grief 

support, newsletters, and more. The tone and imagery stay 

consistency across every page to build trust.

https://www.gentrygriffey.com/
https://www.gentrygriffey.com/


Southern California Funeral
Directors, Inc.

 - Bulleted list of their values provides a clear picture of 

professionalism

 - Service offerings are accompanied with photos to 

represent the content in a helpful way

 - Background uses soft clouds to give the website a 

peaceful feel

 - Main menu structure is sensible for easy navigation

 - Online shop offers families the chance to purchase 

merchandise at the click of a button

4
This website is thorough and upfront. There’s no guessing about 

who they are. They lead with their values and history right on the 

homepage. The transparency and willingness to share with their 

community opens the door for families to share with them.

https://www.socalfuneraldirectorsinc.com/
https://www.socalfuneraldirectorsinc.com/


Forked River Funeral and
Cremation Services

 - Header photo captures attention and pays tribute to the 

funeral home location

 - Headline helps differentiate the funeral home from its 

competitors 

 - Sidebar offers convenient navigation to related pages

 - Pricing and package details provide an extra level of 

information

 - Obituaries encourage interaction through tributes and 

offer the option to send flowers

 - Sections are easily distinguished with bold headlines
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With unforgettable imagery of the East Coast, the repeated 

lighthouse theme creates a nice, cohesive effect. Inner pages 

offer an abundance of resources as well as calls-to-action 

that encourage visitors to contact the funeral home for more 

information.

https://www.forkedriverfcs.com/
https://www.forkedriverfcs.com/


7 Common website
mistakes to avoid

As we draw on websites that engage for inspiration, let’s 

talk about some common mistakes funeral homes make 

on their websites and why these mistakes are inhibitting 

connection with their community. These things are 

often easily overlooked but can have a huge impact on 

a funeral home’s success in engaging with its families.
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The website isn’t designed well

The website’s traffic is limited

The website doesn’t engage with visitors

Outdated design is confusing to navigate and visitors may get lost on the website. 

A poorly designed website means people are less likely to stay on the site once they 

get there.

The website lacks integration which means it isn’t reaching as many members of 

the community as could be reached.

Websites without ample opportunities for engagement don’t help connect people 

with all the services that funeral homes offer.

 - Distracting backgrounds take the focus away from service offerings

 - An overly detailed top menu is cluttered and hard for visitors to read

 - The homepage is too simple and doesn’t grab the visitor’s attention

 - Too many colors don’t distinguish a brand’s identity

 - The website doesn’t adapt to mobile screen sizes (Note: This is particularly 

important since over 60% of views to a site are mobile)

 - You spent time setting up email marketing campaigns, but they don’t lead 

people to learn more about you on your site

 - The site isn’t targeting the right people in order to connect with more 

community members

 - Low Google ranking means people won’t see the website at the top of the 

search results and are less likely to get to the site to begin with

 - There aren’t enough call-to-action buttons throughout the site

 - The website doesn’t offer interaction with the obituaries, like leaving tributes

 - The website lacks a variety of grief resources

 - There are only a few sign-ups for additional content

 - People don’t have a place to share how much they appreciate the funeral 

home through a review that new visitors can see on your homepage

 - Visitors can’t arrange online or make other purchases

Poor website design examples



4 5Using the same website provider as 
a competitor

The website doesn’t promote the 
funeral home’s products and services

Many funeral home websites look like a copy -and-paste version of their 

competitor’s. If community members can’t distinguish one funeral home 

from another funeral home, how do they choose? Hint: Price is one way.

Most funeral homes spend time and energy selecting memorialization 

products, partnering with preneed providers, and deciding what services 

to offer. An engaging website should promote all of these, not just a few.

 - The site looks cookie-cutter and unoriginal

 - The website provider limits any further customization funeral 

directors or owners want to make to the site

 - The pages don’t adapt well to fit the content provided by the 

funeral home

 - The layout and design of the site doesn’t match the funeral 

home’s brand or style

 - There’s no "getting ahead" when two competing funeral homes 

are both using the same features

 - The site doesn’t give visitors multiple opportunities to learn 

about services and memorialization options

 - The site provides little information regarding specialty services 

offered by the specific funeral home which leaves visitors 

confused

 - There isn’t enough detail to support your partnerships with 

other businesses

 - The site overemphasizes flower sales
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It takes too long to set up or change the site

The website doesn’t collect enough contact 
information for follow-ups 

A funeral home website shouldn’t takes months (or years!) to set up. 

Additionally, the site should be easy to change and update. It’s a mistake to 

have a website where edits take weeks to get made or never get made at all. 

Avoid the following pitfalls:

The site doesn’t give people enough opportunity to get in touch with you if 

they have further questions or want more information.

 - The website provider is slow to respond when updates are needed

 - There is no avenue for making the quick content updates necessary 

in our ever-changing world

 - Building a new website is frustrating and slow because the website 

provider doesn’t have a diligent staff checking in and making edits

 - A long website creation process means the funeral home loses 

excitement, focus, and patience, resulting in an unfinished or poorly 

constructed site

 - The site doesn’t drive navigation to a contact page

 - There aren’t enough opportunities for visitors to share their contact 

information with the funeral home in return for content and 

resources

 - Phone numbers and email addresses aren’t linked for easy and 

accessible dial

 - Buttons for immediate need aren’t prominent enough



info@funeralinnovations.com
funeralinnovations.com

800-641-0173

Want to learn how to improve your website?
Sign up for a free professional website assessment. 

Sign up here

The views and opinions expressed by Funeral Innovations are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect 

the official policy or position of the funeral homes themselves nor the individual website providers. 

https://app.hubspot.com/meetings/alexmccracken/website-analysis-consultation
http://funeralinnovations.com
http://www.funeralinnovations.com

